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           The kiosk software "FrontFace for Touch Kiosks" by mirabyte helps users to create
professional multimedia touch screen applications and presentation systems for use in
museums and exhibitions.

          

           mirabyte software is what is known in IT parlance as an ISV (Independent Software
Vendor) that specializes in digital signage and kiosk software. Its standard software FrontFace
for Touch Kiosks
offers a software solution that allows users to easily create multimedia experiences.

          

           The software is designed to enable users without any programming knowledge to create
attractive touch screen interfaces and menus for visitor use with minimal effort. Virtually
anything can be used as content without further adaptation, from videos, photos and images to
PDF files and even websites. FrontFace's unique Print2Screen function even allows users to
take over content from any Windows application that supports printing with just one click.

          

           FrontFace also offers maximum flexibility with regards to hardware since the software
can be run on every Windows-operated system and supports any screen resolution as well as
nearly all touch screen hardware (including tablets). FrontFace automatically protects the
underlying Windows OS against manipulation and damage with the integrated FrontFace
Lockdown Tool .
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           FrontFace also offers a solid basis for complex applications and installations: Additional
functions such as plug-ins can be added easily. Available plug-ins such as a quiz module or a
live TV interface, plug-ins can also be developed individually. Furthermore, external systems
such as lighting control, audio systems and even sensors can be integrated without difficulty;
this way, models and exhibits can be incorporated to create a self-contained world of
experience.

          

           Thanks to multi-screen support, even external flat screens and projectors can easily be
integrated, allowing the realization of comfortable multimedia presentation systems, also for
larger visitor groups.

          

           "FrontFace for Touch Kiosks" is available for download as a fully functional trial version
on the mirabyte Website free of charge. The full version can be purchased at a cost of EUR
499.95 (plus VAT) as a permanent license with temporally unlimited use and no recurring costs.
This price also includes free updates and support for one year.

          

           Go FrontFace for Touch Kiosks, by mirabyte
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http://link.citrusemail.com/c/443/f7e170aca7a7130fd72a1a00af8a5e20fa697f441d314a3d06b665a323454430

